
Change your walls into 
magiC walls with “magnetism”

➔  A safe, environmentally 
friendly product that 
meets international 
environmental standards 
and EU directives.

➔  A water-borne latex 
paint; no unpleasant 
odours and easy to apply.

➔  Achieves the standard 
(BS EN 71-3: 1995) for a 
child-friendly paint. 

➔  May hold up to 20 
sheets of paper with 
one magnet (29 mm 
neodymium).

➔  Can make every surface 
‘magnetic’. Can also 
be used on plastic and 
wood.

➔  Can be painted over with 
any paint or colour.

➔  Can be easily used under 
SketchPaint whiteboard 
paint from MagPaint.

reasons for 
Choosing 
magnetPaint: MAGNET

PAINT
MAGNETPAINT

magnet Paint from magPaint:
Paint with the Power of attraCtion!
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magnet Paint from magPaint:
Paint with the Power of attraCtion!

Explore the endless possibilities of magnetPaint for home, work, shops or at school. 
Make use of surfaces you do not currently use in a totally new way; everyone can be 
creative with magnetPaint! 

round the home
From a stylish play-wall to a handy scheduling board for the whole family: use 
magnetPaint throughout the home for posters and shopping lists. Hang up theatre 
tickets, drawings and photographs. Make pictures on the walls with magnetic crafts 
such as trees, cartoons, castles or animals. Anything goes!

in the work PlaCe
Do you have a presentation to make? Do you understand your projects? Put your 
schedule on the wall! With magnetPaint from MagPaint, it is a breeze. Show or 
organize your work on the wall and make information accessible to everyone. You can 
even hang 3D objects on the wall.

for sChools
Hooray! Hazardous drawing pins and sticky tape can be finally be disposed of. All those 
tasks, drawings, paintings, sketches and pictograms and schedules can now be hung 
directly on the wall with magnets. 
How convenient! Every piece of wall can be utilized. That’s great, because what could 
be more fun than a wall full of do it yourself arts and crafts?

aPPliCation

1.  Stir the Magnet Paint thoroughly. 
Use at room 
temperature. Apply the 
paint with a short nap 
roller. A smoother surface 
will improve the magnetic 
effect. 

2.  Apply two or three coats (0.5 litres of paint 
per m2). Let the magnetic paint dry for at 
least four hours before applying the next 
coat. Magnet Paint needs to dry for 24 
hours. You can then cover over the magnetic 
paint with any colour or any type of paint or 
smooth wallpaper. 

all done!

magnetPaint is the 
ultimate innovation for 
every interior. Be surprised 
by the many possibilities of 
magnetPaint. 

From a scheduling board, 
bulletin board or board game. 
No need for drawing pins and 
adhesive tape! The applications 
for magnetPaint are 
endless!

You don’t have a wall 
available? Then why not just 
use cupboards or doors! With 
magnetPaint there are so 
many possibilities.

tiP: 
Neodymium magnets from 
MagPaint offer even more 
holding power. You can also use 
a neodymium magnetic sheet. 

magnet Paint 
innovative 
and simPle!

magnetPaint from MagPaint 
is available in tins of 0.5 L, 1.0 L,  

2.5 L and 5.0 L. 

FOR PROFESSIONALS!
also available - 
magnet Plaster!

MAGNETPAINT




